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ABSTRACT
A snippet (content summary for a web page) is one of the
main elements in a search result page. Search engines have
been improved to reduce users’ effort in web search, e.g.,
providing flexible snippet sizes by considering the purpose of
the search and suggesting predicted answers. In most cases,
search engines for mobile devices present two or three lines
of snippet for each result link. Some studies suggest that
long snippets provide a better search experience on desktop
screens, but this may not be true for mobile devices because
of the smaller screen.

We conducted a user study to investigate what size of
snippet is appropriate for mobile devices. Our findings sug-
gest that users with long snippets on mobile devices exhibit
longer search times with no better search accuracy for in-
formational tasks. This is caused by the longer reading
time, frequent scrolling with bigger viewport movements,
and greater time consumption for searching and reading one
result. The overall findings suggest that, unlike desktop
users, mobile users are best served by snippets of two to
three lines.

CCS Concepts
•Information systems→ Search interfaces; Web search
engines; •Human-centered computing→ Touch screens;
Laboratory experiments;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Web searching is a major activity on mobile devices [1]

and its usage is increasing [24]. Most search engines dis-
play search engine result pages (SERPs) with several result
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Figure 1: Examples of initial SERPs with short (left)
and long (right) snippets.

links, which mainly contain the title, URL, and snippet (also
known as the summary, caption, or document surrogate).
The snippet occupies a larger space in each result, compared
to the title and URL.

Current commercial mobile search engines often provide a
knowledge graph (KG) to present relevant long information
or an instant answer (IA) for popular user queries. Some
search engines control the snippet length by predicting the
users’ goals through analysing the queries. In addition, some
mobile SERPs provide a few lines of snippet for each result
link that can be expanded to six or more lines by using
the ‘view more’ buttons. The above ideas and technologies
are clearly implemented to reduce user effort to reach some
particular bit of information or destination web site, and for
a better search experience.

Although search engines have been developed with the
above-mentioned technologies, most search engines for mo-
bile devices typically provide two or three lines of snippet
for a result link; the information in the snippets does not
seem to differ from the displays in desktop monitors. Fur-
thermore, when the KG and IA are not relevant, the effect is
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worse user satisfaction with increased search times for users
on mobile devices [17].

Some studies have investigated the effect of snippet lengths
on desktop screens [4, 13, 21]. Some of their results suggest
that long snippets are more useful for finding a particular
piece of information [4], and that snippets are currently too
short to provide sufficient information in many cases [13].

Several studies [11, 14, 16, 22] have suggested that search
behaviour can vary by screen size. Therefore, the appropri-
ate snippet length for a mobile device may be different from
that of a desktop machine. We conducted an experiment to
investigate the effect of snippet length on a mobile device
with three different lengths (see Figure 1 for examples of
short and long snippets) and two different task-types.

Considering the results from previous studies regarding
snippet lengths on desktop screens, we formulated three
hypotheses prior to conducting the experiment. First, al-
though there might be some difference due to the smaller
screen, we imagined that long snippets would have a posi-
tive effect in the search time when looking for a particular
piece of information, similar to the results in the previous
study [4]:

• H1. For finding a particular piece of information, users
will take less search time with long snippets, and need
more time with short snippets.

Second, we expected that the users would focus on differ-
ent elements in the same way they do on a desktop screen [4]:

• H2. Among the title, URL, and snippet, users will
consider the snippet as the most important element for
finding a particular bit of information, and the URL
for reaching a requested web page.

Third, even though we guessed that the search time would
be reduced with long snippets, the user satisfaction might
differ because of the small screen and familiarity with the
snippet length of current search engines:

• H3. Users will express better satisfaction with medium
snippets for finding a particular piece of information,
and with short snippets for reaching a requested web
page.

2. BACKGROUND
We introduce three necessary general lines of background

knowledge. The first concerns reading and scanning SERPs,
the second is related to search behaviour by snippet length,
and the third addresses mobile web search.

2.1 Reading and scanning SERPs
Eye-tracking is a popular method of investigating user

interaction in web search, which provides information on
the user’s gaze, e.g., user attention, saccade, and pupil dila-
tion [12, 23]. Although much work has examined user inter-
action with web searches using gaze data, we would like to
mention some studies related to general search behaviours,
which are helpful for reading this paper.

A few studies have investigated broad scanning patterns
on SERPs, e.g., the areas that attract searchers’ attention
and the sequence of the interest. Hotchkiss et al. [9] found
that users make a “golden triangle” pattern: the most pop-
ular area in first time visits to a SERP, and suggest that

considering this pattern is important for SERP design, be-
cause a user’s interest is dramatically reduced outside of the
golden triangle. The result of another study [20] indicates
that users exhibit an “F-shaped pattern” while searching,
i.e., they scan one vertical stripe followed by two horizon-
tal stripes. This study suggests some guidelines for better
web page design, e.g., the most important things should be
stated within the first two paragraphs.

Some studies investigated users’ scanning patterns in-
volved in their first click decision. Granka et al. [8] focused
on how users explore the result links in SERPs above and
below the selected link. Their finding suggests that ranks
one and two receive most of the user’s attention, similar
to the results of Hotchkiss [9] and Nielsen [20]. They also
found that users tend to scan the links above the selected
link. However users often use different patterns near the
page fold with some further observation below the selected
link.

A study by Joachims et al. [10] presented results similar to
the findings of Granka et al. [8] and additionally suggested
that users are affected by rank order, after analysing the
effects of three different manipulated rank orders (normal,
swapped, and reversed). The results of both studies broadly
indicate that users read the search results with a top-to-
bottom scanning pattern, although Thomas et al. [28] found
that some users began their exploration from a different po-
sition rather than the top rank on SERPs.

A few studies examined search behaviours according to
the user’s goals in web search. Broder [3] classified task
types into informational, navigational, and transactional
web searches with purposes of finding particular informa-
tion, reaching a specific website, and performing some web-
activity, e.g., an online purchase, respectively.

Lorigo et al. [18] conducted an experiment to investigate
user behaviours with the informational and navigational
tasks. Their findings suggest that users take more time to
complete informational tasks. Both informational and nav-
igational tasks have been commonly used (e.g., [8, 10, 14]),
and the task types are one main consideration in this study.

In addition, Lorigo et al. defined a compressed sequence
and a minimal scanpath using the fixation sequence. The
original scanpath is the sequence of all fixations on a SERP.
We can extract the compressed sequence by aggregating
consecutive fixations on the same object, and the mini-
mal scanpath can be obtained by removing the previous
visits from the compressed sequence. For example, if we
assumed that the original scanpath is 2-2-2-1-1-2-3-3-2-4-
4, the compressed sequence would be 2-1-2-3-2-4 (length:
6), and the minimal scanpath would be 2-1-3-4 (length: 4).
Both the compressed sequence and minimal scanpath have
been adopted by several studies to investigate users’ search
strategies. In this paper, they are valuable measurements
for analysing the sequence of movements in user attention.

2.2 Search behaviour by snippet length
Some researchers studied the effects of snippets in SERPs.

Paek et al. [21] conducted a user study to compare the us-
ability and user preferences regarding different methods of
displaying snippet information, e.g., normal view : the full
web page was shown by clicking the title; instant view : an
expanded snippet was additionally displayed by a mouse
click; and dynamic view : an effect similar to the instant view
by mouse hovering over a particular result. They found that
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the instant view exhibited faster task completion than the
normal view, and about half of the participants preferred
the instant view.

A study by Cutrell and Guan [4] focused on the effects
of snippet length. They examined search behaviours with
three different snippet lengths on a desktop screen (short,
medium, and long). Their findings indicated that users tend
to spend less search time with the long snippets for infor-
mational tasks, whereas the long snippets for navigational
tasks required more time. They also found that long snip-
pets for informational tasks led the user to look at fewer
links; however the opposite pattern was observed for navi-
gational tasks.

Kaisser et al. [13] conducted two experiments to estimate
the preferred snippet length according to answer type (e.g.,
person, time, and place), and to compare the results of the
preferred snippet length to users’ preferences in a user study
to investigate whether the preferred snippet length could be
predicted. Their results suggested that the preferred snip-
pet length depends on the answer type, and users tend to
express better satisfaction with the estimated preferred snip-
pet length. Overall their findings indicate that longer snip-
pets may be more useful if the snippets are relevant for the
query.

2.3 Mobile web search
Several studies of mobile web search provide reasons for in-

vestigating the effect of snippet length on mobile devices. A
few studies evaluated the search performance and behaviour
between mobile devices and desktop monitors. Jones et
al. [11] investigated the search performance of a mobile
phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), and a desktop
monitor. Their findings indicated that small screens lead
to worse search speed and accuracy. In addition, Kim et
al. [14] examined user performance and behaviour on small
and large screens for mobile devices and desktop monitors
using an eye tracker. They found that users with a small
screen were slower to complete tasks due to more reading
time, having more difficulty extracting information and dis-
playing less eye movement.

Some studies focused on search behaviour with small
screens. Raptis et al. [22] conducted a user study to in-
vestigate the effects of three different mobile device screen
sizes (3.5, 4.3, and 5.3 inches). They evaluated three vari-
ables: perceived usability, task completion times (for effi-
ciency), and task completion rates (for effectiveness). They
found that users with the smallest screen needed more time
to complete tasks, although no effect was found related to
the perceived usability and task completion rate.

Recently, Kim et al. [16] investigated search performance,
behaviour, and user satisfaction on three sizes of mobile
phone screens (3.6 inches for early smartphones, 4.7 inches
for recent smartphones and 5.5 inches for phablets). They
saw different behaviours on each screen size, that is, the
small size: a higher chance of scrolling with the worst user
satisfaction; the medium size: fast information extraction
with some hesitation before selecting a link; and the large
size: less eye movements on top links.

The above work on user interaction in mobile web search
broadly suggest that search behaviour can differ according
to screen size, and search engines should consider the differ-
ence, which supports the need for this study.

Table 1: Examples of task descriptions and queries.

Informational

• Panadol is a brand of pain reliever. What are some side-
effects of Panadol? Is a rash one of them? (panadol side
effects)
• You are interested in some facts about the Golden Gate
bridge in U.S. In what year was the bridge construction com-
pleted? (golden gate bridge)
• Which two countries played for the 4th match in the Cricket
World Cup 2011? (cricket world cup 2011 dates)

Navigational

•You are interested in shoes from Adidas. Find the official
Adidas homepage.(adidas shoes [country])
• Find the web page where you can apply for a saving account
on the Citibank website. (citibank new account)
• You bought a laptop from Sony and something doesn’t work
as expected. Find the page for Sony technical support.(sony
laptop technical support)

3. USER STUDY
This section describes the experimental design and the

procedure.

3.1 Participants
We recruited 30 participants with varying backgrounds,

e.g., chemistry, biology, computer science, education, his-
tory, and law, from inside and outside a university campus.
We excluded six of them due to low eye gaze tracker cali-
bration accuracy, leaving us with 24 participants (13 male)
aged 22–42 (mean: 29.4, standard deviation (SD): 5.7).

Using 7-point Likert-scale questions (1: completely unfa-
miliar/bad, 7: completely familiar/good), participants were
asked how familiar they were with search engines and how
good they were at using mobile devices. The participants
marked high scores for both the first (mean: 6.25, SD: 0.6)
and second (mean: 5.79, SD: 1.0) questions. That is, most
participants considered themselves familiar with search en-
gines and good at using mobile devices.

3.2 Tasks
Each participant completed twelve tasks (six each of infor-

mational and navigational tasks; see Table 1 for examples
of the tasks) which were derived from those of Dumais et
al. [6]. The task categories varied, e.g., chemistry, sports,
travel, history, and law, and the tasks were simple. Every
task had at least two relevant links within the top three
ranks, and included a correct answer/destination web page.

We extracted the SERP rank orders with titles and
URLs from one of the most popular mobile search en-
gines (Google). However, we generated the different snip-
pet lengths using Nutch for crawling and Solr for snippets
with the Lucene library [27] using the highlight function, be-
cause we were unable to find a search engine that provided
long snippets (six or more lines) when we designed the ex-
periment1. Each task had 10 search result links with titles,
URLs and snippets.

We prepared three different snippet lengths: short with
one line, medium with two or three lines, and long with six

1Yandex recently introduced longer snippets with ‘read
more’ buttons if the users want to see more than the typical
snippet lines. This is not available via an API at the time
of writing.
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to seven lines as shown in the short and long snippet exam-
ples in Figure 1. With the snippet length manipulation, the
initial SERPs displayed 5.0 (4.6–5.4), 3.7 (3.4–3.9), and 2.4
(2.3–2.7) result links above the page fold with short, medium
and long snippets, respectively. The long snippet includes
the medium snippet, and the short snippet is part of the
medium snippet.

3.3 Design and procedure
In this experiment, we adopted a within-subject design

to investigate the effect of the two main treatments: task
type (2) × snippet length (3). Each participant completed
12 tasks, including six tasks for each task type, and two of
the six tasks included the same type of snippet length (i.e.,
a set of ‘SSMMLL’ for informational and navigational tasks.
S, M, and L denote short, medium, and long, respectively).
To minimize the carry-over effect, we randomized the task
order within each task type. In addition, the orders for task
type and snippet length were counter-balanced, and every
task was evenly shown with the three different snippet sizes
across the participants.

After they agreed and signed the consent form, we showed
them three sample tasks with each snippet length to famil-
iarize them with solving the tasks. We then calibrated their
gaze recording using a 9-point procedure, and the task lists
were shown on the screen.

When the participants clicked the first task on the list,
the description and initial query for the task were displayed.
After this, the participants could proceed to the first SERP.
Once they announced the desired information or reached the
requested web page, we considered the task to be completed.
After each task, the participants were asked about their sat-
isfaction with the snippet length using a 7-point Likert scale
(1: completely dissatisfied, 7: completely satisfied). The
cycle was continued to the last (12th) task.

At the end of the experiment, participants were asked
to fill out a post-experiment questionnaire, which included
basic information, such as age, background, familiarity with
search engines and using mobile devices, their preferred snip-
pet length, and their thoughts about the most important
SERP element (title, URL, or snippet) for each task type.
Our participants spent about 25–30 minutes in the labora-
tory room to complete everything from the welcome intro-
duction to filling out the questionnaire.

3.4 Apparatus
We adopted an iPhone 6 plus (5.5 inches with a 1080×1920

pixel resolution) for the experiment, which has a popular
screen size [19]. The mobile phone was connected to the
main system as a secondary monitor using the Twomon soft-
ware [5] and search results were displayed through Internet
Explorer. To collect the gaze data, we used Facelab 5 [26],
and we analyzed the data using Eyeworks [7].

4. RESULTS
We obtained data from 288 tasks (144 tasks for each task

type, and 48 tasks for each snippet length within each task
type). We focused on the effects both by task types (in-
formational tasks (ITs) and navigational tasks (NTs)) and
snippet length (short, medium and long).

To investigate the hypotheses, we measured search time
for H1, user attention for H2, and user satisfaction for H2
and H3. We explored search behaviour, e.g., scroll rates,

with viewport movements and scanpath, as introduced in
Section 2. In further investigation, we analysed how search
behaviour was related to search performance and user at-
tention.

We adopted several analysis techniques. First, we
employed analysis of variance (ANOVA) for continuous
data, e.g., search time and fixation duration, with a log-
transformation log(x+1) to maintain the normality assump-
tion. Second, we adopted generalized linear mixed mod-
els (GLMMs) [2] with a binomial distribution and a logit
link function for binary data, and a Poisson distribution and
logarithm link function for countable data. Third, for the
score data from the 7-point Likert scale, we used a linear
mixed model (LMM) [30]. Finally, linear regression [25] was
adopted to analyse the relationships between two dependent
variables (e.g., scanpath and search time).

We acknowledge that there may be individual differences
in our participants’ familiarity with web search engines and
mobile devices. To consider the individual difference, we
used a block structure (subject) for ANOVA, and adopted
a GLMM and LMM instead of a generalized linear model
(GLM) and a linear model (LM) because observed random
effects between subjects (σ2

s) were greater than standard
errors (SEs) in all variables.

All analyses were conducted using the GenStat statistical
package [29].

4.1 Search performance and user attention
To test H1, we first adopted task completion duration (the

total time required to complete a task) as search time; this
is the same approach as in Cutrell and Guan’s study [4].
Only task type significantly affected task completion dura-
tion (F(1,259) = 172.22, p < 0.001). As can be seen in Ta-
ble 2, the time spent for ITs was almost twice that for NTs
(36–41 s for ITs vs 18–21 s for NTs) and participants exhib-
ited no difference on time spent by snippet length. However,
because each task included several relevant links on a SERP,
the time spent on the linked web pages varied considerably
according to the design for either a full site or a mobile-
friendly version. The effect of different resolutions among
web pages is beyond the search engine’s control. Therefore
we considered the time to first click as the main search time
in this study instead of task completion duration, and com-
pared search time to search behaviour. Note that the time
to first click is very similar to the task completion duration
minus the time spent on web documents, because partici-
pants needed only one click to reach the answer for most of
the tasks (overall 94%).

We also found significant effects due to task type, snippet
length and their interaction on time to first click (F(1,259)

= 32.58, p < 0.001, F(2,259) = 5.63, p < 0.01, and F(2,259)

= 3.36, p < 0.05, respectively). This indicates that partic-
ipants with ITs needed more time to decide (mean 18.9 s
vs 13.6 s, for averages of ITs and NTs, respectively), and
long snippets led participants to stay longer on the SERPs
(mean 14.6 s, 15 s, and 19.3 s, for short, medium, and long,
respectively). The effect of the interaction of the two treat-
ments seems to be caused by long snippets for ITs (about
8 s higher, as shown in Table 2). As can be seen in Figure 2,
participants with ITs exhibited the highest time consump-
tion with long snippets, although the time spent for NTs
does not follow this pattern.

We calculated search accuracy as another search perfor-
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Table 2: Search performance, behaviour, and satisfaction for each task type, broken down by snippet length.

ITs NTs p-value

S M L S M L
Task Snippet

Interaction
type length

Search performance Task completion duration [s] 36.37 41.20 40.98 18.89 20.43 21.10 *** 0.24 0.80
Time to first click [s] 16.24 16.35 24.03 12.90 13.69 14.47 *** ** *
Search accuracy 0.85 0.85 0.94 1.00 0.98 1.00 * 0.22 0.97

Fixation duration Total [s] 7.71 7.98 11.69 6.71 6.87 6.98 *** 0.06 *
On titles [s] 4.20 3.48 3.60 3.65 3.60 2.79 0.15 * 0.24
On URLs [s] 1.55 1.44 1.41 1.68 1.30 1.41 0.42 0.29 0.92
On snippets [s] 1.96 3.06 6.68 1.38 1.97 2.79 *** *** **
per link [s] 1.85 2.52 3.56 1.92 2.51 2.66 * *** *

Search behaviour Scroll rate 0.29 0.21 0.46 0.17 0.13 0.25 ** ** 0.89
Viewport movement (pixel) 540 675 1148 640 422 1021 0.20 ** 0.72
Compressed sequence length 9.56 7.50 8.27 7.13 6.42 5.75 *** 0.12 0.61
Minimal scanpath length 4.17 3.23 3.13 3.46 2.79 2.50 *** *** 0.81
Revisit 5.40 4.27 5.15 3.67 3.63 3.25 ** 0.66 0.60

User satisfaction 7-point Likert scale 4.46 5.35 4.67 5.25 5.21 4.23 0.60 *** ***

*Significant at 0.05 level. ** Significant at 0.01 level. *** Significant at 0.001 level.
Note: ITs and NTs denote informational and navigational tasks, and S, M, and L denote short, medium and long snippets, respectively.
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Figure 2: Search time (time to first click). Note that
numbers on each y-axis are the values after back-
transformation.

mance measurement. Each SERP in our tasks included sev-
eral relevant links with correct answers, unlike the tasks in
Cutrell and Guan’s study [4], which only contained one best
answer. In this paper, therefore, we defined accuracy as
the proportion of reaching the correct answer on the first
attempt.

A significant difference can be observed in search accu-
racy between the task types (σ2

s = 0.464, χ2 = 5.10, df =
1, p < 0.05). This indicates that navigational tasks are eas-
ier to complete. However, even though we considered the
chance at the first attempt, the rates are very high for both
task types (the lowest is 85%). In addition, the mean rate
for long snippets for ITs is higher than with other snippets
(about 9%). However, this result is not statistically signifi-
cant and does not seem to explain the reason for the longest
time spent with long snippets for ITs. Although long snip-
pets might lead to better correct answer rates if the tasks
are more difficult than ours, our results suggest that par-
ticipants with long snippets for ITs did not exhibit better
search accuracy, despite spending more time.

To test H2 and further investigate the influences on search
time, we measured fixation duration to examine how much
effort participants expended to extract the information [12,
23]. Considering the screen size and the distance between
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Figure 3: Total fixation duration. Note that num-
bers on each y-axis are the values after back-
transformation.

participants and the screen, fixations were recorded if a gaze
lasted at least 100 ms within a 70 pixel diameter region using
algorithms in the Eyeworks software, and we assigned areas
of interest (AOIs) to titles, URLs and snippets in each result
link.

We adopted ANOVA to compare the user’s attention on
titles, URLs, and snippets, and the total duration of the
three elements. The task type and the interaction between
task type and snippet length had significant effects on total
fixation duration (F(1,259) = 20.86, p < 0.001 and F(2,259)

= 3.27, p < 0.05, respectively). As shown in Table 2, ITs
with long snippets received about 4 s more attention than
the other snippets. With the interaction of task type and
snippet length, the pattern shown in Figure 3, for each task
type, and broken down by snippet length, is very similar
to the pattern for search time (see Figure 2). Using linear
regression, we ran further investigations for the relation be-
tween total fixation duration and search time and, we found
that the relation was clearly positive (common slope: 0.73,
SE: 0.29). This suggests that the increase in search time is
mainly explained by an increase in time spent reading.

Before moving our focus to user attention on each element,
we thought it would be helpful to confirm the difference of
the proportion of total fixation duration of each element, to
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each element of SERPs.

better understand overall user attention and also make it
possible to test H2.

Figure 4 illustrates how participants distributed their in-
terests for each SERP element according to task type and
snippet length. As a general pattern, participants exhibited
similar attention for both task types: as the snippet size
increased, the title and URL received smaller proportions
of attention, whereas the participants tended to look more
at snippets. Although participants with NTs also exhibited
this pattern, it was clearer for ITs: the proportions of read-
ing the title and URL for ITs were reduced by almost half
(from 53.0% and 22.2% to 32.8% and 11.9% for the title and
URL, respectively).

Considering the result of total fixation duration (the
longer reading time with long snippets for ITs), one pos-
sible inference is that participants with long snippets ap-
plied additional effort to snippets for ITs, rather than that
the proportions of reading the title and URL were absorbed
into the snippet reading time. We investigated the inference
by analysing user attention on each element.

Fixation duration on the title exhibited a significant dif-
ference according to snippet length (F(2,259) = 3.23, p <
0.05). Although participants paid less attention to the title
with long snippets across both task types, as expected from
the difference in the proportion of user attention on the title,
the maximum difference within each task type was less than
1 s as shown in Table 2. In addition, participants did not
exhibit any difference in attention on the URL due to both
variables. We now expect that the inference is true: the
longest total fixation duration with long snippets for ITs is
due to the different fixation duration on snippets, because
the difference in proportions of reading both the title and
URL had little (about 1 s on the title) or no effect.

Fixation duration on the snippet was affected by task
type, snippet length, and their interaction (F(1,259) = 41.08,
p < 0.001, F(2,259) = 26.54, p < 0.001, and F(2,259) = 6.06,
p < 0.01, respectively). As we inferred, Figure 5 shows that
medium snippets for ITs led participants to pay more at-
tention to the snippet than the short snippets did (1.96 s vs
3.06 s in Table 2) and long snippets for ITs resulted in the
most attention (6.68 s in Table 2). The pattern for naviga-
tional tasks looked similar but the difference observed be-
tween short and long snippets was only about 1.4 s, which
is not as large as the effect with ITs. Considering the effect
due to task type, this result also suggests that the subjects
did not need to read the NT snippets as much as they needed
to read IT snippets.
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Figure 5: Fixation duration on snippets. Note that
the numbers on each y-axis are the values after back-
transformation.

Although there was a little difference in user attention on
the title (less than 1 s), the above user-attention results on
each element suggested that participants basically read the
title and URL with some duration across all snippet lengths;
then, they paid more attention to the snippet if its length
was longer. This pattern was especially strong for ITs.

Aggregating the search-performance results, ITs caused
a longer search time than NTs, and participants with long
snippets for the ITs required more time, whereas they ex-
hibited no difference by snippet length for NTs. In addition,
they exhibited very high accuracy rates without the effect
of snippet length. When we considered user attention, we
confirmed that the different reading time for snippets is an
important component of the biggest cost for search time with
long snippets for ITs.

Considering several different conditions (e.g., tasks, par-
ticipants, and measurements for search time) between our
experiment and Cutrell and Guan’s experiment [4], we can-
not compare the results directly. However, our findings sug-
gest at least that the long snippet does not improve search
speed for ITs, unlike the result on a desktop monitor [4].
Therefore, our result does not support H1. In addition, we
expected that we could test H2 (user preference among title,
URL, and snippet for both task types) with the results of the
proportion of fixation duration on each element. However,
because the proportions varied according to snippet length,
we could not judge whether our results supported H2 or not.
This test is revisited in Section 4.3 with the user-preference
results in the post-experiment questionnaire.

4.2 Search behaviour
We confirmed that fixation duration is one main contrib-

utor to the difference in search time. However, the common
slope for the relation between search time and total fixa-
tion duration is 0.73, which indicates that the difference in
search time is not entirely explained by the time spent read-
ing. In this section, we explore scanning behaviours such as
scrolling and the scanpath, and investigate some relations
between the behaviour and the search time to determine
what else caused the longer search time with long snippets
for ITs.

Scroll action. Once users scroll a page, they tend to read
a few more results over the page fold [8, 10], and this may
cause an additional cost beyond the page fold. Using a
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GLMM, we found significant effects due to task type and
snippet length on scroll rate (σ2

s = 0.387, χ2 = 7.36, df =
1, p < 0.01 and χ2 = 4.85, df = 2, p < 0.01, respectively).
As can be seen in Table 2, participants exhibited different
scrolling habits and tended to scroll more often for ITs (14%
higher).

The main reason for the difference due to snippet length
was the high chance of scrolling with long snippets for both
task types. Although snippet length caused a similar pattern
in both task types, the difference between the medium and
long snippets for ITs appears larger (25% and 12% for ITs
and NTs, respectively) and this frequent chance of scrolling
seems to be related to the searching and reading time.

Using an LMM, we confirmed the effect of scrolling
(scrolled vs. non-scrolled) on search time: scrolling signifi-
cantly affected search time (σ2

s = 0.011, χ2 = 112.57, df = 1,
p < 0.001) without any interaction with task type or snippet
length. This result means that participant scrolling led to
an increased search time (mean: from 12.93 s to 26.11 s).

With the result of how often users scrolled, we also won-
dered how far the participants moved the viewport to look at
further results beyond the page fold once they had scrolled,
because participants with long snippets needed to scroll
more to see another link. Based on an LMM and using
a log-transformation for the normality assumption, a sig-
nificant snippet length effect could be observed in viewport
movement (σ2

s = 0.078, χ2 = 5.71, df = 2, p < 0.01). As
shown in Table 2, the long snippet brought more viewport
movement for both task types.

Both results regarding scrolling indicate that the higher
chance of scrolling (46%) with bigger viewport movements is
another contributor for longer search times with long snip-
pets for ITs.

Scanpath. Scanpath presents the sequence of movements in
user attention. Based on a GLMM, we analysed some scan-
path measurements, e.g., compressed sequence and minimal
scanpath lengths. As introduced in Section 2.1, compressed
sequence (how many links a user looked at, including repeat
visits) and minimal scanpath (how many different links a
user looked at, removing repeated visits from the compressed
sequence) were commonly adopted [6, 14, 16, 18] to inves-
tigate users’ scanning strategy.

Only task type effect was observed on compressed se-
quence length (σ2

s = 0.088, χ2 = 10.73, df = 1, p < 0.001).
This indicates that the subjects tended to visit more links
(including revisits) for ITs. Because this length consists of
the actual number of links the users looked at and revisits
into the links, we could investigate this further by analysing
minimal scanpath length.

We also found significant task type and snippet length ef-
fects on minimal scanpath length (σ2

s = 0.046, χ2 = 15.53,
df = 1, p < 0.001 and χ2 = 16.70, df = 2, p < 0.001, respec-
tively). This means that participants looked at more links
with short snippets for both task types (maximum about one
link), whereas they exhibited no difference between medium
and long snippets (3.1–3.3 links for ITs, 2.5–2.8 links for
NTs).

However, when we considered the numbers of result links
displayed on the initial SERPs with each snippet length (av-
erages: 5.0, 3.7, and 2.4 links; see Figure 1 for examples
of short and long snippets), the mean minimal scanpath
lengths for long snippets (3.13 and 2.5) appeared somewhat
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Figure 6: Relationship between minimal scanpath
(scanned links) [count] and search time (elapsed
time to first click) [sec]. When a participant looks
at three links, this leads to about 12.3, 15.2, and
23.0 s spent with short, medium, and long snippets,
respectively. The slopes (SEs) are 8.38 (0.66), 4.95
(0.78), and 3.41 (0.62) with p < 0.001 for short,
medium, and long snippets, respectively.

high to explain the effect without scrolling, especially for
ITs. As we confirmed the relationship between scrolling and
search time, we also wondered how the number of scanned
links affected search time. Therefore, we investigated the
relationship between minimal scanpath (how many links a
participant looked at) and the search time (time to first
click) for ITs.

Figure 6 uses linear regression to show the relationship.
When the minimal scanpath was one, users spent the same
amount of time with each snippet length. However, as the
length of minimal scanpath increased, users with longer snip-
pets needed to spend more time. This suggests that partic-
ipants with long snippets scanned slightly less/similar num-
bers of links compared to those with short and medium
snippets; however, the number of scanned links with long
snippets required a larger time cost, possibly because of the
higher scroll rate.

Relations between search behaviours. With the results
of compressed sequences and minimal scanpaths, we can
measure two interesting search behaviours. First, using the
difference between minimal scanpath and compressed se-
quence, we can extract the number of links the participants
revisited. Revisit count exhibited a significant difference ac-
cording to snippet length (σ2

s = 0.144, χ2 = 7.85, df = 1, p
< 0.01). Although the revisit counts differed between task
types (about 1.5 links more on average for ITs), the partici-
pants exhibited no different revisit patterns across the snip-
pet length for either task types; even the number of revisited
links with long snippets in ITs (5.15) is larger than the count
for medium snippets (4.27). If we take the revisit counts
as a proxy for users’ hesitating, the participant tended to
similarly hesitate with the different snippet lengths before
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Figure 7: Fixation duration per link. Note that
numbers on each y-axis are the values after back-
transformation.

deciding where to click on SERPs, despite those with long
snippets needing more effort to move their eye gaze to other
links (and possibly scroll).

Second, connecting minimal scanpath to the fixation du-
ration, we could extract fixation duration per link which
means how much effort users made to read a link. We found
significant effects due to task type, snippet length and their
interaction on fixation duration per link (F(1,259) = 4.59, p
< 0.05, F(2,259) = 27.70, p < 0.001 and F(2,259) = 3.68, p <
0.05, respectively). As can be seen in Table 2, the partici-
pants exhibited slightly less reading time for each scanned
link for NTs (2.65 s vs 2.36 s, for ITs and NTs, respectively),
and they also spent different amounts of time reading with
the three different snippet lengths. As shown in Figure 7,
participants needed more time to extract information from
one link as snippet length increased (1.85 s, 2,52 s, and 3.56 s
from short to long snippets), this pattern was observed be-
tween short and medium snippets for NTs.

This explains the relation between the number of scanned
links (minimal scanpath) and the reading time. The search
time in Figure 6 includes both reading time and other actions
(e.g. scrolling). Therefore, we could not examine whether
the participants also needed to spend different times reading
each link according to snippet length. With this figure, we
can confirm that the long snippets for ITs caused both longer
reading and search time per link.

In this sub-section, we found that participants with
long snippets scrolled more frequently with bigger viewport
movements, and that they needed more effort with long snip-
pets to both search and read one link with similar or slightly
fewer numbers of looks at links per task, and with similar
hesitation in choosing a link. We confirmed that the above
two results were related to search time, and these were other
reasons for the greater time consumption with long snippets
for ITs.

4.3 User preference and post-experiment
questionnaire

In a qualitative analysis, user satisfaction is one of the
most important factors in designing user interfaces, includ-
ing SERPs design. As mentioned in Section 3.3, participants
were required to score their satisfaction after each task us-
ing a 7-point Likert scale regarding the snippet length. Ta-
ble 2 shows that there were significant effects due to snippet
length and the interaction of task type and snippet length
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Figure 8: User satisfaction: 7-points Likert scale.

on user satisfaction (σ2
s = 0.447, χ2 = 12.93, df = 2, p <

0.001 and χ2 = 7.68, df = 2, p < 0.001, respectively). The
overall satisfaction was affected by snippet length, however
the patterns differed according to task type.

Figure 8 shows that participants with ITs marked the
highest scores (5.35) for the medium snippets (no difference
between short and long snippets, with scores of 4.46 and
4.67, respectively), and they expressed the worst satisfac-
tion on the long snippets for NTs (4.23). In other words,
participants preferred the medium snippet for ITs, and dis-
liked long snippets for NTs. Unfortunately, it is complicated
to find a relationship between user satisfaction and search
performance.

After the experiment, participants were asked to choose
the most important element among the title, URL, and snip-
pet for deciding about each task type. They also needed to
fill out their preference about snippet length for the task
types, along with the reasons for their preference.

For ITs, sixteen participants replied that the snippet was
the most important element. Six of the remainder replied
that they mainly looked at the title when choosing (one of
them also chose the snippet as well). Only three partici-
pants considered the URL as the most valuable element for
ITs. Similar to the user satisfaction results, the participants’
overall preferred IT snippet length was the medium snippet
(medium: 18, long: 5, and short: 1). Participants’ opinions,
such as those below, reflected our observations of searching
and reading time:

“6–7 lines [of snippet] were useful, but I could not concen-
trate.”

“Long [snippet] takes more time to read and short [snip-
pets] sometimes does not contain enough information.”

For NTs, eleven participants replied that the title was the
most important component, and 14 subjects said the URL
was the most useful factor (one user chose both). How-
ever, no one chose ‘snippet’. Participants preferred one or
2–3 (short or medium) line snippets for NTs to six or more
lines (long snippets). Thirteen of the subjects expressed that
short snippets were the best, the remainder (11) replied that
medium snippets were suitable for NTs. No one chose the
long snippets for NTs. This also matches the user satisfac-
tion results: long snippets were worst and medium or short
were better for NTs.

“Firstly, I use the URL to specify the website and I use
snippets to support my thought. 2-3 lines [of snippet] are
enough to check some basic information.”
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“One line is too short, and I don’t need long sentences [for
NTs].”

“[I need one line because,] the title and URL are enough
to reach the particular web page.”

In addition, we asked participants about the quality of
the query and the task difficulty; i.e., if the cached queries
were relevant and how difficult the tasks were. With a 7-
point Likert scale (1: completely different/difficult, 7: com-
pletely same/easy), the participants scored 6.4 (SD: 0.6) for
similarity between the cached queries and their own if they
could make them up (they could re-check all descriptions
and queries before they marked the scores), and gave 6.25
(SD: 0.8) points for task difficulty. Therefore we could con-
firm that we prepared appropriate queries for the tasks, and
the tasks were simple.

We could not confirm whether our results supported H2
by analysing the proportion of fixation duration on each ele-
ment, because it varied by snippet length. According to the
user preference results for SERP elements, almost consistent
with H2, users considered that the most valuable component
was the snippet for ITs, and the title and URL for NTs.
Regarding H3, although it was not 100% consistent, partic-
ipants were satisfied with the medium snippets for ITs, and
with short and medium snippets for NTs. Therefore our
results broadly supported H3.

5. DISCUSSION
For each result, we have discussed the meanings of explicit

and implicit data for search performance, behaviour, and
user preference. In this section, we summarize our discussion
and address several limitations in this experiment that we
should consider.

First, our search performance results show that naviga-
tional tasks are easier than informational tasks, similar to
the results from previous studies (e.g. [4, 14]). We also found
a snippet-length effect: i.e., participants with long snippets
for ITs exhibited longer search time with no difference in
search accuracy. This result on a mobile device differed
from the results on a desktop [4]: long snippets reduced
search time, although we could not compare directly.

When we investigated user attention, we found one rea-
son for the longer time consumption because of the long
snippets: participants’ attention on SERPs formed a pat-
tern very similar to search time across the snippet length
and task types. Furthermore, we finally confirmed that the
longer reading time with the long snippets mainly came from
the longer user attention on the snippets. Further analysis
is required to investigate the reason why users read the long
snippets.

Second, we analysed search behaviour to investigate how
participants reacted differently to SERPs with different snip-
pet sizes, and to see if there was another factor that affected
search time. Our findings suggested that the higher scrolling
frequency with more viewport movements to see additional
links beyond the page fold was another reason for the worse
search time for long IT snippets, even when participants
could reach a relevant link without scrolling.

We also confirmed that participants with long snippets
scanned similar (or slightly different) numbers of links with
similar hesitation before deciding on the SERPs, although
the long snippets clearly required more time for searching

and reading each link. The combination of scrolling and
scanning behaviour was another reason for the long search
times with long snippets for ITs. In addition, the difference
in search time between both task types seemed to come from
obvious differences in scroll rates and scanpath: less chance
of scrolling and fewer scanned links. For users’ better search
experience, horizontal pagination [15] may help reduce the
effect of scrolling, and highlighting the query words in the
snippets may reduce hesitation behavior on SERPs.

Third, our findings displayed similar results in both post-
task and experiment questionnaires. For ITs, our partici-
pants expressed that the snippet was the most important
element, but they preferred two or three line snippets. For
NTs, they considered the URL and title as more valuable
than the snippet, and no one wanted long snippets (over six
lines). In addition, our participants expressed the view that
the prepared queries were very appropriate for each tasks
and the tasks were quite easy to solve. This results seems
that they might be“trained”through their everyday searches
with the snippet length provided by current search engines.

5.1 Limitations
We acknowledge that our experiment had several limita-

tions, which might affect our results. First, we recruited
participants from a particular pool, although the age range
was wide and they had varying backgrounds. Therefore, our
results cannot represent the search behaviour of all users in
the world.

Second, one disadvantage of the laboratory study was that
our participants could not move while conducting the exper-
iment. They were asked to sit on a chair and not make big
movements to ensure accuracy for our gaze recording. We
know this condition is different from actual searching on mo-
bile devices.

Third, the tasks had similar difficulties including at least
two relevant results within the top three links, and we
counter-balanced the task distribution across the partici-
pants. Moreover our participants confirmed that the qual-
ity of tasks was very appropriate. However, we recognize
that different task difficulties and/or lower quality of queries
might lead to different user interaction.

Fourth, even though the mobile device in our experiment
had a popular screen size [19], the screen size is a major
factor in displaying different snippet lengths. The number
of links shown in SERPs should differ according to screen
size [16, 22], and this could cause different results.

Fifth, we extracted snippets using Nutch and Solr/Lucene.
Therefore the quality of snippets may differ from snippets
extracted by other search engines.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this study was to investigate user inter-

action according to different snippet lengths with both in-
formational and navigational task types. Considering the
limitations, we concluded that if we provide users with long
snippets for mobile searches, instead of the typical two or
three snippet lines, it will take longer because they will read
the snippets.

In addition, even if a relevant link is on the top page,
users will frequently want to read more to check further links
over the page fold, and the cost of scrolling and reading
far outweighs the benefit (no better chance of reaching a
correct answer), especially for finding a particular piece of
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information. Most importantly, users would not be satisfied
with the long snippets and would finally want to read two–
three lines for ITs and one–three lines for NTs.

Unlike the effect of long snippets for desktop screens, the
long snippets did not seem to be useful for mobile devices.
Overall, although users might become accustomed to search-
ing with the typical snippet size, our results suggested that
mobile users are best served by snippets of two to three lines.

The limitations indicated that the screen size and task
difficulty might cause other effects, and the function for ex-
panding snippets (e.g., Yandex mobile search engine) ap-
pears to improve search performance and user satisfaction.
Therefore, our future work will include extending this in-
vestigation with various levels of task difficulty on several
different screen sizes of mobile devices, and evaluating the
usability of expandable snippets.
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